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consider any matter relating to the conduct of Members, including specific
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appear to be necessary.
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1 Report
1. This Report arises from a complaint from Paul Turner-Mitchell that Mr Simon
Danczuk had failed to enter in the Register of Members’ Financial Interests, within
the 28 days required, payments in connection with the publication and serialisation
of a book ‘Smile for the Camera’. In the course of the Commissioner’s inquiry into
this allegation, it became clear not only that that Mr Danczuk had failed to register at
the appropriate time a number of payments related to the book, but that he
continued to make late entries even while the Commissioner was investigating the
original allegation. The Commissioner therefore found Mr Danczuk in breach of the
Rules of the House in respect of timely registration.
2. Failure to register on time is not, unfortunately, uncommon. Exact figures are not
easy to come by, because it is not always necessary to register the date on which a
benefit is received. Analysis of the register shows, however, that, in 2014-15, 15% of
the payments for employment for which dates were given were registered late. In the
absence of a complaint, late registration is usually dealt with by the Registrar of
Members’ Financial Interests asking the Member to explain and for an assurance
that measures have been taken to stop it happening again. The Committee is
concerned about late registration and has asked the Commissioner to keep it
informed about how often it happens.
3. When the Commissioner finds that a Member has failed to register correctly but
that the failure has been minor and inadvertent, she may apply the rectification
procedure. In this case, however, although the Commissioner accepts that Mr
Danczuk had no intention of concealing any earnings, and although he has
apologised to her for the omissions, she decided instead to prepare a memorandum
to the Committee. She did so because the sum of money (nearly £20,000) was so
large and because the late entries (thirteen in total, of which six related to the
publication of the book) were so numerous. We agree with her judgement and are
grateful to her for bringing this case to our attention.
4. The Commissioner was concerned that the late entries continued even while she
was investigating the original allegation. She is not convinced that Mr Danczuk has
yet set up a system which will prevent them. He explained to her that the problem
had arisen when the staff member who had previously dealt with his registration
entries had left and he had taken the work on himself. He wrote to the
Commissioner: “I've considered registration, perhaps incorrectly, a private matter for
which I should take responsibility, rather than another member of staff”. In interview
he explained to her that he found administration difficult and had not prioritised
registration as he should.
5. At various times Mr Danczuk made different suggestions as to which of his staff
might be given the work of keeping his register entries up-to-date in future: the coauthor of the book, his wife or an unspecified ‘other member of staff’. Mr Danczuk
explained that he planned to “email them a description of the payment received and
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work carried on every occasion”, which the staff member could then format and
send to the Registrar. Like the Commissioner, we would welcome evidence of a firm
nomination from Mr Danczuk of the staff member who will be given the role, and
note that any system will depend not only on the staff member concerned but also on
Mr Danczuk himself keeping up to date with the supply of information. The
responsibility is of course, as he accepts, ultimately his own.
6. We note that the Commissioner’s memorandum concludes “I have also asked the
Registrar, if Mr Danczuk is re-elected, to report to me in October 2015 on his
registration practices.”1 In view of Mr Danczuk’s failure to keep his Register entries
up to date in the past year, we support this action. We expect that if the
Commissioner continues to have concerns, she will raise them with the Committee.
7. We recommend that Mr Danczuk’s late entries appear as if they had been subject
to the rectification procedure. We note that he has also apologised to the
Commissioner and recommend no additional action in respect of these late
registrations.
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Appendix: Memorandum from the
Parliamentary Commissioner for
Standards—Complaint against Mr
Simon Danczuk
Introduction
1) This memorandum reports on my investigation into a complaint that Mr
Simon Danczuk MP had failed to register in the Register of Members’ Financial
Interests, within the 28 days determined by the House, receipt of remuneration in
connection with the publication and serialisation of a book, Smile for the Camera.
Since I began my investigation into that complaint Mr Danczuk has made 22
further registrations, of which 13 were also made outside the timescales required
by the House. While Mr Danczuk has apologised for these late registrations, in
light of the number and value of the late registrations (£19,894 out of a total of
£24,479.39 registered), the matter is brought to the Standards Committee for their
consideration.
The Complaint
2) On 24 October 2014 I received a letter from Mr Paul Turner-Mitchell
concerning Mr Danczuk. 1 He asked me to investigate Mr Danczuk’s failure to
register remuneration allegedly received in connection with the publication, and
serialisation, of a book Mr Danczuk had co-authored entitled Smile for the
Camera.
3) Before I initiate an inquiry I consider whether there is sufficient evidence to
justify an investigation into whether the named Member may have breached the
Code of Conduct as alleged. In this case, the facts were that Mr Danczuk was
named as the co-author of the publication cited by Mr Turner-Mitchell and
excerpts from the book had appeared in a national newspaper during the spring of
2014. At the time I received the complaint Mr Danczuk’s register entry did not
include any payments in connection with these publications. I therefore
considered that there was sufficient evidence to justify an inquiry and I initiated it
on 30 October 2014. I wrote to Mr Danczuk on that date. 2
Relevant rules of the House
4) The Code of Conduct for Members of Parliament approved by the House on 12
March 2012 provides in paragraph 13 as follows:
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“Members shall fulfil conscientiously the requirements of the House in respect
of the registration of interests in the Register of Members' Financial Interests.
They shall always be open and frank in drawing attention to any relevant
interest in any proceeding of the House or its Committees, and in any
communications with Ministers, Members, public officials or public office
holders.”
5) The rules relating to the registration of Members’ interests are set out in
Chapter 1 of the Guide to the Rules relating to the conduct of Members. Chapter 1
of the Guide identifies the categories of registrable interest. In the 2009 Guide,
which is still current, Category 2 defines Remunerated employment, office,
profession, etc. as follows:
“Employment, office, trade, profession or vocation (apart from membership of
the House or ministerial office) which is remunerated or in which the Member
has any financial interest…. ”
6) Paragraph 24 of the Guide says:
“All employment outside the House and any sources of remuneration which do
not fall clearly within any other Category should be registered here. Members
must register under this category the precise amount of each individual
payment made, the nature of the work carried on in return for that payment,
the number of hours worked during the period to which that payment relates
and (except where disclosure of the information would be contrary to any legal
or established professional duty of privacy or confidentiality) the name and
address of the person, organisation or company making that payment.”
My Inquiry
7) In the course of my inquiry I have considered evidence from Mr Danczuk and
from the Registrar of Members’ Financial Interests.
Evidence from Mr Danczuk
8) Mr Danczuk wrote to me on 18 November 2014. 3 He said that he had been
working on his registration when he received my letter. He said that he had since
registered all the monies received in connection with Smile for the Camera. He
listed three payments from Biteback Publishing, and one from DMGT PLC, which
he had registered on 10 and 5 November 2014 respectively. Mr Danczuk
apologised “for the delay in making the registration”. He also said that, if he
remembered correctly, he or one of his team had spoken with the Registrar about
advance fees some months earlier and that, more recently, he had emailed the
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Registrar to say that he had not yet registered some payments relating to the book
but he would do so shortly.
9) Having received Mr Danczuk’s reply, I consulted the Registrar and, in the light
of her response and my own research into the volume of newspaper articles
published under Mr Danczuk’s name, I asked Mr Danczuk some further
questions, requesting him to respond by 9 January 2015. 4 I asked him about the
writing and subsequent serialisation of Smile for the Camera, his recent
registration of Danczuk Media Ltd, and his office systems for ensuring timely
registrations of financial interests. Since I had noticed that in previous years Mr
Danczuk had updated his Register entry much more frequently, and I had
identified some forty articles with his by-line, which had been published during
the previous year, I also asked about payments for other media articles he had
written in the last 12 months.
10) I sent Mr Danczuk a reminder on 12 January. 5 On 14 January Mr Danczuk
asked me to extend the deadline for a response to 23 January 2015. On 29 January,
following telephone exchanges between our offices, Mr Danczuk responded to me
by email. 6 He apologised for the delay in replying and explained that 90% of the
book had been written and produced by the co-author. Mr Danczuk also said that
he had attributed the hours he contributed across the payments, and recognised
that this might not have been correct.
11) Mr Danczuk explained that Danczuk Media had been set up by his wife and
himself to “take care of media work” and said that if any payment is received “I do,
of course declare them to the Registrar”. He said that he had not ensured that
effective systems had been put in place in order to register his financial interests
and explained the reasons for this and his plan to nominate a member of his
Rochdale office to take responsibility for registration in the future. In relation to
the other media articles, Mr Danczuk said “I am sure I have registered those.” He
concluded, “finally, it is important to note that is has never been my intention not
to declare any payments I have received, it is simply down to poor administrative
systems and my failure to prioritise registration over other aspects of my work.”
12) I wrote to Mr Danczuk on 2 February confirming arrangements for an
interview on 10 February and sending an analysis of his registration history over
the past year for him to check the factual accuracy. 7 I said that I would like to use
the meeting to gain a better understanding of the context of the payments and of
his administrative arrangements.
13) I interviewed Mr Danczuk on 10 February and recorded that interview. 8 He
explained in some detail the co-authorship of Smile for the Camera and
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subsequent newspaper articles. Payment is split equally between himself and his
co-author and the relevant amounts paid separately to each of them as part of the
contractual arrangements. He explained that he employs his co-author three days
per week at his constituency office. His co-author spends other days working on
publications. He acknowledged that it was very hard to be clear about when
precisely knowledge that informed the book had been acquired. Although his coauthor is not based in London he does have a parliamentary pass.
14) I asked Mr Danczuk whether his register entry was now up to date as there
had been no further entries since 24 December. He said that it was not, as he had
received some payments since his last registration - and that he would send
through additional entries by the end of that week. I asked him about his
administrative arrangements and he said, “I think that’s the crux of my problem
really, which is that I took that job on myself and it’s because I don’t, and I should,
prioritise it but I don’t prioritise it. I prioritise other work. I am not particularly…. I
don’t particularly enjoy administration. Not that I don’t see the purpose of it. I
completely understand the logic and the importance of declaring such interests. But
yes, it falls between two stools and previously, I had a guy that stayed on top of it. So
that’s been one of the problems really”. And later, “This is one of the problems for
me, I don’t know where to look for the Register, on the internet. It might sound daft,
but it looks complex to me so that when I google Member, Register of Members’
Interests and stuff, you can end up… it seems to take me quite a long time, which I
find quite frustrating.” We discussed ways in which he might resolve this problem
but as yet the necessary actions have not been taken. Mr Danczuk told me that his
difficulties in administration have also caused problems for him with IPSA when a
bill was lost.
15) Mr Danczuk had already apologised in correspondence for his failures to
register but also said at interview, “I’m sorry that I’ve put you to all this trouble. I
should have been on top of it, and I am apologetic for it. I should have been on top
of it. There’s no doubt about that”.
Evidence from the Registrar of Members’ Financial Interests
16) I wrote to the Registrar on 24 November to request information and on 26
November 2014 she replied. 9 & 10.The first discussion of Mr Danczuk’s book
appeared to have happened on 16-18 December 2013 in an email exchange with
one of Mr Danczuk’s staff. 11 The Registrar told me that on 16 December 2013 she
had been advised in an email that Mr Danczuk was “under contract” to Biteback
Publishing for a book, but she was given no further details. On 18 December 2013,
in her reply, she had advised that any payment from the publishers needed to be
registered within 28 days of receipt, together with the hours worked. She also
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recommended registering the contract, if Mr Danczuk had one. The Registrar told
me that Mr Danczuk’s member of staff had told her at that time that the Member
was not aware that he had to disclose income from the book and that the income
would depend on sales.
17) The Registrar told me that she received no further information and no
Register entry was made. She said that in April 2014 Mr Danczuk had registered
hospitality he and his wife had received at the Grand National. The next email
which the Registrar received from Mr Danczuk was dated 23 October 2014, when
his office notified her that Mr Danczuk was “in the process of registering a number
of entries concerning newspaper articles he [had] written”. They said the Registrar
could expect to receive the new registrations the following week. On 3 November
2014 (i.e. after this complaint had been received), one of Mr Danczuk’s staff had
submitted a late registration relating to hospitality received by Mr Danczuk at the
Chelsea Flower Show, followed on 5 November by more registrations, relating to
the publication of his book and other matters. She told me that the member of
staff had said on 3 November the delay was due to his own oversight, not the
Member’s; and on 5 November 2014 Mr Danczuk had apologised for the delay.
Further amendments followed.
18) The Registrar told me that six items and one update in Mr Danczuk’s Register
entry were recorded outside the 28-day time-limit agreed by the House, with the
oldest being 14 months late. She said that her normal practice, where a Member
has made a number of late entries, is to ask about the circumstances and to seek an
assurance that measures to prevent a recurrence had been put in place. However,
since I was already inquiring into Mr Danczuk’s Register entry, she had not
pursued the matter on this occasion.
Statement of Facts
19) Mr Danczuk co-authored a book about Cyril Smith entitled Smile for the
Camera, which was published in April 2014. Excerpts from the book appeared in a
national newspaper around the same time.
20) Mr Danczuk received payments from Biteback Publishing in connection with
Smile for the Camera in August 2013, and in March and April 2014. He received a
payment from DMGT on 11 July 2014 for the serialisation.
21) In December 2013 Mr Danczuk’s office notified the Registrar that Mr
Danczuk was under contract to Biteback Publications for a book. She advised by
email that Mr Danczuk’s contract with Biteback Publishing and payments
associated with it required registration.
22) When I received the complaint on 24 October, Mr Danczuk’s entry in the
Register contained just one item; hospitality received in April 2014 at the Grand
National. He had not registered receipt of any registrable benefits between 25
April and 3 November 2014.
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23) Mr Danczuk did not send his additional entries for registration by 14 February
as agreed. They were received on 20 February by which time two entries which
could have been submitted on time had become late.
24) Since I notified Mr Danczuk of the complaint on 30 October 2014, he has
made 22 additional registrations, of which five were in respect of remuneration
paid in connection with the publication and serialisation of Smile for the Camera.
The entries are listed below.

Mr Simon Danczuk

Registration
date

Date of
receipt

Item

Timing

1

25 April 2014

5 April 2014

On time

2

3 November
2014
5 November
2014

20 May 2014

7 November
2014

September
2014

£800 Grand
National
£1,404 Chelsea
Flower Show
£12,915 for
excerpts from
book
Update on
shareholdings in
Danczuk
Delicatessen Ltd
Shareholdings in
Danczuk Media
Ltd
£350 for training
NHS execs
£350 for article

3
4

5
6
7
8
9

13 November
2014
18 November
2014
10 November
2014

10
11

24 December
2014

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20 February
2015

20

11 July 2014

October 2014
(no day
given)
23 October
2014
14 November
2014
August 2013

Yes

Late

Yes

Late

Yes

On time
On time
Late

Yes

£750 for book

Late

Yes

April 2014

£750 for book

Late

Yes

7 December
2014
29 October
2014
1 December
2014
3 October
2014
2 October
2014
10 November
2014
30 July 2014

£1,905.39 for
book
£350 for article

On time

£250 for article

On time

£300 for article

Late

£142.50 for
article
£207.50 for
article
£125 for article

Late

3 December
2014
21 January
2015
23 January
2015

£400 for article

On time

£150 for article

Late

£2,050 for an
option on a
drama relating to
a co-authored
book
£205 for a
broadcast
interview
£125 for article

Late

£200 for article

On time

22

4 February
2015
13 February
2013

Date Commissioner’s investigation began

Late and
due for
registration
after
30.10.14 12

Not
known

£750 for book

2 February
2015

12

Late

March 2014

21

23

Due for
registration
before
30.10.14?

Late

Yes
Yes
Yes

Late
Late

On time
On time

Yes

11

Yes
Yes
Yes
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Analysis
25) While the number of register entries involved in this case is large, as is the sum
of money involved, the analysis of the issues is a relatively straightforward matter.
I originally accepted for investigation an allegation that Mr Danczuk had failed to
register a significant payment for writing a book which he had co-authored.
However, it quickly became clear that during the year 2014-15 Mr Danczuk had
failed to register 13 other payments received. These were registered, many of them
late, during the course of my investigation. I have therefore considered them
alongside the original complaint. I have not considered it necessary to look back
beyond April 2014 at which time Mr Danczuk’s financial affairs were much
simpler.
26) There is provision within the current procedures for the Commissioner to
rectify failures to register interests, without a formal memorandum to the
Committee, where the interest is minor or the failure inadvertent. However, the
number of late registrations and the sums involved mean that this is not
appropriate to Mr Danczuk’s situation. In reaching that conclusion, I was mindful
also of the importance the Committee attaches to prompt and full registration.
27) At the time when the complaint was made Mr Danczuk had registered one
item in the first seven months of the year. During the course of my inquiries he
has registered a further 22 items, 13 of which were late. Mr Danczuk has made 6
late registrations since I drew this matter to his attention, 2 of these more than a
month late. The total amount of money involved was £19,894. Repeated failures to
make timely registrations add up to a serious matter. While Mr Danczuk has given
me an assurance that he will take steps to improve the timeliness of his
registrations, at the time of drafting this memorandum I am not confident that he
has taken sufficient action to avoid similar lapses in future.
28) I consider the payments made to Mr Danczuk by Biteback Publishing and
DMGT PLC in connection with Smile for the Camera fell to be registered under
Category 2 ‘Remunerated employment, office, profession, etc.’ Although Mr
Danczuk may initially have been unaware that royalty and other payments
received for his book required registration, as a member of his staff suggested in
December 2013, the Registrar set out the House’s requirement clearly in her email
to Mr Danczuk of 18 December 2013. Mr Danczuk therefore could have been
expected to know the requirements after this.
29) Although Mr Danczuk had received his first payment of £750 in connection
with the publication of Smile for the Camera in August 2013 some four months
previously, he did not register it at this point. By the time he registered that
payment in November 2014, alongside further payments of £750 in March and
April 2014, it was 14 months late. The two subsequent payments were respectively
seven and six months late. Mr Danczuk has now assured me that he has registered
all the payments he has received so far in respect of his book, though he may
receive more in the future. He has not been able to quantify the number of hours
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he has worked in connection with publication but he is clear that the bulk of the
work was undertaken by his co-author.
30) Mr Danczuk does not dispute that the Rules of the House required
registration of these payments and, in November 2014 and again at his meeting
with me, he apologised for his late registrations. I accept his evidence that he was
not intending to conceal his income.
31) In summary Mr Danczuk’s failure to register his interests in a timely fashion
this year appears to have stemmed from his admitted inability to cope with the
necessary administration, the loss of a good administrator who had previously
undertaken this work, and the failure to delegate this work appropriately to other
staff or to accept his own responsibility to ensure it was done. This situation was
then exacerbated by an increase in the number of registrations required as a result
of the high profile he has acquired in the last year. While I do not believe that Mr
Danczuk deliberately failed to register his interests, the resulting situation is
entirely unacceptable. It has continued during my investigation and as yet I have
no evidence that Mr Danczuk has put in place any administrative system which
will ensure that it does not.
32) This inquiry has raised another issue which is not the subject of the complaint.
Mr Danczuk’s co-author, who works for Mr Danczuk and is based in his
constituency, has a House of Commons pass. The Rules require that employees in
this position should register “Any occupation or employment for which they receive
over £330 from the same source in the course of a calendar year, if that occupation
or employment is in any way advantaged by the privileged access to Parliament
afforded by their pass.” The payments have not been registered. I have therefore
asked the Registrar to inquire whether the staff member had considered
registering this payment, and to report the outcome to me.
Conclusion
33) The breaches identified in the course of my investigation are more extensive
than those raised in the original complaint from Mr Turner-Mitchell. Since I
began my investigation Mr Danczuk has continued to make late registrations,
which with closer attention might have been avoided. As I have explained above, I
am able to rectify failures to register interests, without a formal memorandum to
the Committee, where the interest is minor or the failure inadvertent. However,
the number of late registrations and the sums involved meant that this was not
appropriate in this case, even though Mr Danczuk has acknowledged, and
apologised for, his breaches of the rules. I am also not confident that he has taken
the necessary remedial steps. It is for this reason that with regret I am bringing an
otherwise straightforward matter to the attention of the Committee. I have also
asked the Registrar, if Mr Danczuk is re-elected, to report to me in October 2015
on his registration practices.
3 March 2015

Kathryn Hudson
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Formal Minutes
Tuesday 17 March 2015
Members present:
Kevin Barron, in the Chair
Sir Paul Beresford
Mr Tom Clarke
Sharon Darcy
Mr Dominic Grieve
Sir Nick Harvey

Peter Jinman
Fiona O’ Donnell
Walter Rader
Dr Alan Whitehead

Draft Report (Simon Danczuk), proposed by the Chair, brought up and read.
Ordered, That the draft Report be read a second time, paragraph by paragraph.
Paragraphs 1 to 5 read and agreed to.
Paragraphs 6 and 7 read, amended and agreed to.
A paper was appended to the report.
Resolved, That the Report be the Seventh Report of the Committee to the House.
None of the lay members present wished to submit an opinion on the Report (Standing Order No. 149
(9))
Ordered, That the Chair make the Report to the House.
[Adjourned to a day and time to be fixed by the Chair
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Published written evidence
The following written evidence was received and can be viewed on the Committee’s
inquiry web page at www.parliament.uk/standards.
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